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WELCOME
AMBEDO; noun. A kind of melancholic trance in which you
become completely absorbed in vivid sensory details - soaking
in the experience of being alive.
Ambedo aims to inspire readers in making a positive impact in
their lives and those around them, and create a better
awareness of the local arts, music, events, business and most
importantly, youth culture. You are our contentand inspiration.
Our core team has helped put together everything that you see
here.
Our goal is to create something that the local youth can rely
on as a portal into the community of Bendigo and everything it
really has to offer. As people, we want to be as open and honest
as we can with our content, so that you, the reader, can feel like
you are part of our community.

Welcome, enjoy, and get involved!

front cover artist:

Michael Watson
@michaeljwatsonart
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Letter FROM THE EDITORs
October is mental health month; time
to take a moment out from work or
study, to ground yourself, and breathe.
The days are getting longer and plants
are reaching for the sun, growing out
in green tendrils. Sometimes it’s good
to just be. Soak in the world, let it hold
you up for a moment.
The Spring colours have brought us
plenty of inspiration for this issue, as
well as a lot of fantastic submissions
from local artists. It’s been a real
pleasure receiving each round of
new art and knowing that it will make
a fantastic issue for you! I hope you
enjoy reading this edition as much as
we enjoyed putting it together. A big
thanks to everyone who contributedwithout you all this magazine wouldn’t
happen. We all adore your work, and
I for one am looking forward to seeing
more in the future!
- Gemma
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Connor Findlay
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Why Couldn’t it be

The Tribe Youth Theatre
Company will be presenting
their newest performance
since Barnum, during the
Spring school holidays.
The story, featuring a cast
full of wacky, well thoughtout characters will be
heading into their final
term of high-school in 1959.
They face peer pressure, the
pressures of alcohol, and
other dangerous substances.
I managed to be able to get
my own interview with the
Production Manager, Kristen
Beever

Connor: What other shows
have you helped produce?
Beever: So, I was the
Production Manager for Boy
from Oz, in 2016, I was also the
production manager for Barnum,
in 2017.
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C: Why did you choose
Grease?
B: Well, we had done Barnum,
and that was a reasonably
unknown story at the time,
and the movie “The Greatest
Showman” came out after
production and it got a really
good feedback from Barnum,
so we wanted to do something
that a lot of kids would want
to be in. Grease is also
celebrating it’s 40th anniversary, so we thought that was
a good reason to choose it.
C: What do you think is the
hardest part about your
rehearsals?
B: From my perspective, it’s
choosing a time for everybody,
and dealing with absences,
because it’s hard for our
director and choreographers to
teach the numbers.
C: What do you like about
this production?
B: I love my production team,
the cast, and the music.

I also interviewed two of the
production’s leading actorsMitchell Hammer (playing
Danny Zuko) and Katie McMillan (Sandy) sat to discuss
their roles in the upcoming
show, their connection to
the characters, and the
challenges and highlights of
this dance and music-heavy
production.

C: What previous shows were
you a part of before Grease?
H: I’ve done seven or eight
shows overall. I did a lot
of school shows, but most
recently, I did three shows with
Nexus Bendigo Youth Theatre.
Most recent was Oklahoma in
2016, where I played Curly,
though I haven’t done too many
musicals.
M: I’ve been in quite a few Bendigo Theatre shows. I started
when I was 10, in Annie. Since
then, I’ve done Peter Pan, Mary
Poppins, Boy from Oz and
recently Fiddler on the Roof.
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I have also been in some solo
shows, and Christmas shows.

C: Describe your character in
the show?
H: Danny Zuko is a very layered
character. He just came back
from a wonderful getaway
where he met a young, beautiful girl called Sandy. But he’s
had to come home and put on
a persona around his friends,
but when Sandy comes back
into town, he must also play his
other persona, which frustrates
him, so he’s caught between being who he wants to be around
his friends, and who he really
wants to be, around Sandy
M: Sandy is a very kind, sweet
character, who has been
brought up differently to the
other Pink Ladies, who are in
their late teen years. But Sandy
isn’t into that, as she’s surrounded by kids who smoke,
and drink and she doesn’t
know how to handle it, because
she comes from a different
lifestyle. She loves Danny, even
though she thinks she probably
shouldn’t.

C: Do you feel that you connect with your character?
H: Definitely. He’s a nice guy, he
has a few jokes here and there,
and loves a bit of a dance and
a bit of a sing, but he’s a nice,
funny guy. He’s not your typical
hero, because he does things
out of character, which is
good, because no one’s
perfect.
M: I think I do. I connect
with her in the way that
she’s soft, sweet. I find
she’s easy to portray,
because she’s so nice, and
she isn’t too complex.
C: What made you want
to perform in Grease?
H: I knew a lot of my
friends were doing the
show, and a lot of people
have seen the movie. I
thought I must be a part
of this.
M: I have loved this
show, ever since I
was little.
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Why Couldn’t it be Grease Lightning?

It was my favourite, maybe
one of the first CDs I’ve ever
bought.

I love the movie; I was brought
up with it. When I heard that
there was going to be a
production, I really wanted to
be a part of it.

C: What do you think the
hardest part about Grease is?
H: Dancing, I’m not much of a
dancer, and Grease is a dance
heavy show. Going in, I knew
that going in, it was going to
be a challenge, and it really has
been. But it’s really fun
M: The hardest part of
rehearsals is the character
development and finding who
your character really is and
trying to become that person.
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Because, while there are similarities, there are differences
in a character. But, all in all,
rehearsals are so much fun.

C: Do you have a favourite
song in the production?
H: I might sound a bit arrogant
here, but I really like my solo,
‘Sandy’. Because, I think it’s an
amazing song, because it’s a
bit slower than the others, it
has passion in it. The lyrics are
heartfelt, and it’s towards the
end of the show.

M: My favourite song is ‘There
are worse things I can do’,
which is Rizzo’s song, because
she’s a character who has a
hard face, but on the inside, she
is finally showing her soft side,
and I think it’s beautiful.

Grease will be on at the
Girton Black Box Theatre,
on the 28th of September,
through to the 6th of October. Many people, alongside
Mitchell, Katie and Kristen,
have worked very hard to
bring this show togetherfrom lighting to the orchestra, from make-up to the
members of the Company
Ensemble.

J. De Selby

#BrainSelfie
Down in Silicon Valley a revolution was brewing.
When they weren’t at Burning Man, the
technologically adept new-agers liked to scan
themselves in meditation. They were after the
lauded enlightenment selfie. If Buddha were
around today he would be met with the enjoinder ‘pics or it didn’t happen’. Now any aspiring
guru has the moment
crystalized and displayed in their profile
– the h o l e y brain of a ‘h o l y’ man.

Rainbow vaporwave brains lit up like a dance
floor, smooth like a perfectly formed shit or
crumpled like a walnut. #brainselfie reached
mainstream vernacular in no time thanks to
Moore’s law. ‘I like a woman with a good set of
hemispheres’ the liberal modern man would say,
‘rounded, symmetrical and full’. Distinguishing
her from a chunk of meat was only her mind. But
it was not their revolution.

Down in Silicon Valley brains are s e r v e d with
caviar m a s h e d into jam.

White matter is sliced into slides and washed
down with scotch poured into skull-shaped
glasses, ice blocks molded into brains float and
dissolve. We call them ‘zombies’ with varying
degrees of sincerity. Not everyone believes that
we are being herded, that we are sumptuous free
range birds posing alluringly, spread out on the
plate, absurd and featherless.
Don’t be f o o l e d by the m i s d i r e c t i o n.

The algorithm is keeping track of you. There’s
always truth in metaphor, and sometimes in
conspiracy too.
AMBEDO
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Bree Kilby

ART submissions
Art Submissions
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Hidden Gems
Hallelujah, It’s finally starting to feel like Spring!
It’s the perfect time to be enjoying the outdoors
without the hassle of flies, mosquitos, or the fear
of burning to death from the unforgiving fireball
in the sky that is the summer sun. Even though
the magpies have started to chill out, it might not
be the best idea to kick up your feet just yet.
October is a crucial month to get a head start on
establishing your vegie garden in time for summer. Everything from tomatoes, to herbs, and
even watermelons need to go into the soil now
so that you can enjoy them later in the year. If
you’re feeling a little overwhelmed trying decide
on what to plant in your vegie patch, don’t fret!
There are plenty of cheap or free local resources
- both physical and online- that can help you.
One underappreciated local gem is the
gardening blog published by the gang at
Bendigo Wholefoods on their website, with all
sorts of helpful tips about what to plant, and
when.
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“What To Plant In Spring”
bendigowholefoods.com.au/2014/09/what-toplant-in-spring/

“Get The Garden Going” - bendigowholefoods.
com.au/2015/09/get-the-garden-going/

If you’re keen to dig a little deeper, be sure to
check out the Goldfields Library and borrow a
gardening book or two. You can also purchase
a second hand book from your favourite local
Op Shop or bookseller. Check out Bendigo Book
Mark on High St (opposite the Bendigo Bank
building), or Book Now on Farmer Ln (opposite
the Fernery), and support local businesses.

Charlotte Fielke

EODI and
The Art of Suffering

Self-taught artist
Jahmiele Hicks battles
serious issues with
simplistic techniques.
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“It’s a lot about helping people
that I can’t necessarily
personally help.”

Sat on a stool at a sticky wooden table under
a gas heater, Jahmiele Hicks struggles to fix
her attention on one thing. A lady begins her
performance of fire-twirling and beyond her is
the bustling crowd of the Queen Victoria Winter
Night Markets. Jahmiele’s gaze finally fixes upon
a line of people queuing up for the famous hot
donuts being sold from a blue kombi-van.

Hicks’ artistic style is simplistic line work with
block colours, a contrast to when she first started. She can trace her artistic abilities all the way
back to her first art class in primary school.

Once settled back down on her stool she begins
to munch on her jammy donuts and explain what
drew her to the markets.

Her brand name took some time to decide upon.
Hicks wanted it to be short and simple but have a
deeper meaning of how she understood her art.

“I’m just gonna grab a donut,” she decides and
hops off her stool. Her tan knitted ‘cardi’ blows in
the winter wind and she wraps her arms around
herself impatiently waiting in line.

“I love the vintage and art stuff mostly.”

Hicks is a self-taught artist, currently working
primarily in digital to create artwork that battles
issues of mental health and equality. Her inspiration is very much drawn from the world she sees
around her.
“Whenever I see a photo of something pretty it
will just sort of spark an idea. Even just looking
at a person on the street when they’re in a
certain pose, I’m like ‘Hey, that’d be cool as a
drawing’.”
“Is that what inspired the guy in the jacket?” I
ask.

“Yeah. That was a photo of a guy from a band I
follow by their photographer and I was like, ‘I’m
gonna do something with that’.”
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“For whatever reason my Dad was obsessed
with this one piece I did. Do you remember the
Rainbow Fish? We did a class where we had to
re-create the fish. I was like 5 or 6 and it was
supposedly almost an ‘exact replica’ and my Dad
framed it and put it on the wall and everything.
So, from then on we always knew I had an interest in art and I was somewhat good at it.”

Pronounced ‘oh-dee’, the name comes from the
French translation of the word ‘delayed’.

“To me the word ‘delayed’ itself sounds calm,
still, quiet. Which is ironic because they are the
last things you feel when you are actually being
delayed. Somehow it reminds me of a feeling of
klexos – the art of dwelling on the past. Maybe
we should think of a memory itself as a work of
art and a work of art is never finished, only abandoned.” -This inscription is written on the back
of each of Hicks’ ‘Eodi’ zines which she has been
producing since the start of the year.
There is also a clear theme of mental health that
Hicks portrays in her artwork.

“I’ve been lucky enough to not be personally
affected by it, but every single person I know has
dealt with mental issues at some point and it’s

SO hard to watch,” she
chokes out. Hicks takes a
deep breath and wipes away
a few stray tears.

“I just wanna be able to
help those people.”
There’s a reason Hicks
receives such a strong
reaction to her artwork.
People can tell that behind
it all there is so much love
and passion to help others who
suffer from mental illnesses. That
sort of sensitivity is at the heart of
everything she does. She’s an artist
who has a gift for being socially
engaged and incredibly aware of the
world around her.
“When I was younger I wanted to be
a mental health counsellor, but then
I was like ‘I already play therapist to
all of my friends, I’m not gonna be
able to manage that as a job as well.’
Like I need a break,” she laughs
loudly.
“It takes a toll on me. But this
is sort of a way to still make a
statement about it and help
create awareness in a way
that helps people who do
suffer, feel less alone.”
True to her nature, on
the back of her latest
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zine she has created a self-care bingo.

Hicks began earning from her artwork 2 years
ago, but Gabby Nish, a friend from University
was the first individual to pay for a piece of
Hicks’ artwork. Like many others she was attracted to the simplistic yet emotional style.

“I’ve always been drawn to blackline life
drawing; it’s so simple yet so beautiful. I definitely feel a connection to her theme of mental
health and her use of words with her drawings. I
feel it’s very relatable and relevant to my life.”
Nish explains.
Like Nish, Hicks can recognise the positive
reaction from the connection to a mental health
theme.

“My favourite piece is my logo taken from the
‘too much’ design. It was originally just a roughly
drawn ‘I’m stressed out’ piece but it quickly
became much more.”
Hicks found that after posting this piece on her
social media many people identified with it
on a wide range of issues, particularly anxiety,
depression, and ADHD.

“It was surprising how much people valued and
became attached to an image as a simple way to
explain their own struggles.” There is little time
that Hicks doesn’t spend plotting her next design
or next move with her brand EODI.

To support EODI please

society6.com/eodi

@helloeodi
@helloeodi
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She talks me through her vision for an
upcoming zine, battling the issues of rape
culture.
“It’s the theme of ‘asking for it’ because of what
someone’s wearing. So, there’s a fully dressed
boy – ‘not asking for it’, a girl with more skin
showing – ‘not asking for it’.
And then at the end there’s a fully nude girl with
the caption: ‘still not asking for it’.
“I’m really excited to actually put it out. It’s
frustrating because it’s obviously not just a
women’s problem. We hear of higher numbers
of reports for women to suffer that way, but
it shouldn’t be a fight between the genders to
prove a point.
So, having a male character in the zine is me
wanting to level it out and not be attacking or
ignoring anyone.”

To Hicks, it never really mattered if her artwork took off because it was always how she
expressed herself. Not once has her artwork
intentionally been a way for her to profit, only as
a means to help others.

“It’s just something that I feel like I value my own
opinion on, and I think that other people will
too.”

EODI and the Art of Suffering
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Gemma Simpson

- How long have you been tattooing for?
I have been tattooing since June 2018 at
BendigoInk. Previously, in body artistry, I’d
been into henna body art (temporary tattoos)
and face painting for children’s fairs/
festivals/events.
- What made you decide to become a
tattoo artist?
Tattooing, for me, was the dream career you
have at the back of your head that always
seems too out of reach. In school I’d looked
into possibilities of work experience in
the tattoo industry (didn’t end up happening). I’ve always had a strong interest and
passion for tattoos and body art and found a
close-second which happened to be custom
henna body art! While doing a henna gig for
a friend’s 18th birthday party, a friend-ofa-friend approached me and was amazed
by the freehand skill I had! He happened to
have a family member who was a tattoo artist
and might be interested in taking on a new
apprentice... couldn’t hurt to try!

Inkredible
Angela Dunstone is an emerging tattoo
artist based at the Bendigo Ink Tattoo
Studio, on High Street. Her work is a
collection of fabulously intricate
illustrations, with a strong feature of
mandala-like patterns and geometric
designs. At 18, she’s an up-and-coming
star of the local tattoo scene, with a
huge passion for the art. Ambedo spoke
with her about her journey to becoming
a tattoo artist, her inspirations and her
goals for her future art.
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- You seem to draw a lot from the natural
world in your work- who / what inspires
you?
That’s actually the first time anyone’s ever
pointed that out to me! But to answer your
question, I have a very creative/artsy family.
Mum was the original, an illustrator. She’s
painted murals around Bendigo. The rest of
my family are also very talented and artsy in
their own ways.
I’m really in the mind-set of trying to be the
best version of me I can be. Taking all
opportunities that come my way and trying to
be my best self!
- What is your favourite style of tattooing?
I admire realism and portrait artists. My
long-term goal is to be versatile and produce
any artwork requested. Currently as an apprentice I’m dipping my toes into all sorts of
tattooing techniques. I’m yet to own my own
style. Recently, I’ve done a series of “mystery
tattoos” or “lucky-dip tattoos”. For this series
(which I’ve called ‘The Geometric Collection’)
I’ve created 21 assorted tattoo designs in the
same simplistic line and dot-work style,

of which I am enjoying quite a bit!

- If you could work with any other artist,
who would you choose?
Other than my two mentors at BendigoInk,
I’d love to work with Aidan Gallagher. Aidan
is a local artist (Bendigo) with a similar style
interest of mine and is a master at Mandalas.

- What has been your most interesting /
weirdest request?
The strangest tattoo request so far would
be the group that approached me with the
mystery tattoo idea! Other than that, I’d love
to tell you about a boy from an 18th who
went to work at the supermarket the next day
with a Mike Tyson Henna on his face! What
a legend.
- What is the hardest part about tattooing?
The hardest part about tattooing is
trying to get the customer to understand the
importance of taking care of a fresh tattoo!
Treat your tattoo like a wound (because it
technically is!)- keep it clean and apply your
tattoo aftercare cream religiously! Follow
your artists’ instructions for the absolute best
result possible.
- What is the best part?
The best part about tattooing is that I love
what I do. I love to decorate and give people
the chance to record a memory to skin for a
lifetime. I’d tattoo for free if equipment and
tools weren’t so darn expensive!

- What is your tattooing dream? Where do
you want to take your craft?
My dream? My dream was tattooing, and I
am gobsmacked that I have achieved such a
dream at such a young age. Maybe one day
you’ll see me as a business owner with my
own tattoo parlour by the riverbank, maybe
make it a piercing shop? Hair salon? Henna
body art? A face painter for children’s fairs, a
ceramic potter? An art teacher? Developing
my own tattoo teaching course! I don’t know
where the future will take me from here, but
I’m excited to find out! I’d like to maybe travel
the world, meet other famous tattoo artists
and visit conventions.

Angela is undertaking an apprenticeship at the BendigoInk Tattoo Studio,
and is available in-studio every Sunday
from 11am to 7pm. Thank you for
chatting with us Angela!
To see more of Angela’s work,
find on her Instagram
@alt_ange
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Amelia Longley
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